Joint Meeting of the Board of Public Works and the Infrastructure Committee
Meeting Minutes
May 25, 2021
A joint meeting of the Board of Public Works and Infrastructure was held on Monday, May 25, 2021 at 4:01 p.m.
via a Zoom Conference Call.
Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development
Tim Cummings, I am the Director of Economic Development, it is just 4:01 on the 25th. I’d like to facilitate and start
the convening of this very first kickoff meeting of the Joint Board of Public Works and Committee on Infrastructure.
With that being said, we have some housekeeping items that we need to do to follow some protocols. I am going to
just go through right now to put us in good working condition. And then after that the first piece of business we need
to do is elect a Chair and Vice Chair, which I will facilitate that process.
As the Director of Economic Development and the Staff Support to the Committee, I find that due
to the State of Emergency declared by the Governor as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and in
accordance with the Governor’s Emergency Order #12 pursuant to Executive Order 2020-04, this public body
is authorized to meet electronically.
Please note that there is no physical location to observe and listen contemporaneously to this meeting, which
was authorized pursuant to the Governor’s Emergency Order. However, in accordance with the Emergency
Order, I can confirm that we are providing public access to the meeting via telephone, with additional access
possibilities by video or other electronic means: We are utilizing the Zoom platform for this electronic meeting.
To access Zoom, please refer to the City’s website for the meeting link. To join by phone dial: 646 558 8656.
The Meeting ID is: 845 7923 6594; password is: 747494. The public may also view this meeting via Comcast
Channel 16.
We are also providing public notice of the necessary information. We did do this, we gave notice to the public of
the necessary information for accessing the meeting, through public postings. Instructions have also been
provided on the City of Nashua’s website at www.nashuanh.gov and publicly noticed at City Hall and at the
Department of Public Works Administration Building at 9 Riverside Drive.
We are providing a mechanism for the public to alert the public body during the meeting if there is problems. So if
anybody has a problem accessing the meeting via phone or Channel 16 please call 603-589-3072, you can leave
a message or you can email me at Cummingst@nashuanh.gov, both modes of communication will be monitored
throughout the entire meeting and we will be able to respond accordingly; adjourning the meeting if the public is
unable to access the meeting. In the event that the public is unable to access the meeting via the phone number
mentioned above, the meeting will be adjourned and rescheduled. Please note that all votes that are taken
during the meeting shall be done by roll call vote.
Let’s start the meeting by taking a roll call attendance. When you hear your name, please state your presence,
why you are physically for the meeting. Please also state whether there is anyone in the room with you during
the meeting, which is required by the Right-To-Know Law.
I am going to quickly go through a roll call right now, when you hear your name please indicate as such. I am
going to start with the Board of Public Works.
The roll call was taken with 4 members of the Board of Public Works present:
Commissioner G. Frank Teas, Vice Chair
Commissioner Tracy Pappas
Commissioner Kevin Moriarty
Commissioner Shannon Schoneman
Mayor James Donchess
The roll call was taken with 4 members of the Infrastructure Committee present:
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Alderman-at-Large Michael B. O’Brien, Sr., Chairman
Alderman Lopez, Vice Chairman
Alderman Jan Schmidt
Alderman Ernest Jette
Members not in Attendance:

Alderman-at-Large David C. Tencza

Also in Attendance:

Tim Cummings, Economic Development Director
Alderman Richard A. Dowd
Dan Hudson, City Engineer

ROLL CALL:
Commissioner G. Frank Teas, Vice Chair
Good afternoon Director. I am attending remotely due to the Governor’s order and I am alone in my truck.
Commissioner Tracy Pappas
I am here, I am at home, hopefully nobody will walk through the room but I have notes on the door. I am by
myself, and I am here due to the global pandemic.
Commissioner Kevin Moriarty
Yes I am present, sitting in my office alone. I am attending remotely due to the pandemic.
Commissioner Shannon Schoneman
I am present and I am attending remotely due to the Governor’s Order and I am alone in this room in my house.
Director Cummings
Typically I know the Mayor goes, but I’ll hold until the end because we also now need to recognize the
Committee on Infrastructure. First we will start with the Chair, Mike O’Brien.
Alderman Michael B. O’Brien, Sr.
I am present, I can hear the proceedings and I am home at Nashua, alone.
Director Cummings
Thank you, Vice Chair Tom Lopez
Aldermen Tom Lopez
I’m present, I am attending in my office alone.
Director Cummings
And you are participating remotely due to the pandemic.
Aldermen Lopez
Sure, yeah.
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Alderman Jan Schmidt
Hi, I am present, I am alone in my office and I am here because of social distancing.
Alderman Ernest Jette
I am here alone, I can hear the proceedings and I am attending remotely due to the pandemic.
Director Cummings
Great, thank you. And then lastly Dave Tencza. I will note that I have not heard an affirmative from Dave
Tencza. With that being said, Mayor Donchess.
Mayor James Donchess
I am present, and I am attending remotely because of the pandemic and I am alone in the room.
Director Cummings
Great thank you Mayor. So with that being said, it looks as though we have 10 out of 11 members. We do have
quorum, we are in good standing to proceed. With that being said, the next item of business is and I am going to
share my screen here, is a Memo I put together.
Director Cummings
So the first item of is electing a Chair and Vice Chair to steward this initiative. So my recommendation to the
body is that we recommend the Chair, Michael O’Brien of Infrastructure and then I believe it would make sense to
have the Vice Chair of the Board of Public Works, Frank Teas, as the Vice Chair of this body. I believe it would
make sense to do this to keep a continuity of leadership and they could help facilitate the process. So I am
requesting a nomination of Mike O’Brien for Chair and then a nomination of Frank Teas for Vice Chair.
MOTION BY ALDERMAN SCHMIDT TO NOMINATE ALDERMAN O’BRIEN AS CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT
COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS AND THE INFRASTRUCURE COMMITTEE BY FOLL
CALL
MOTION BY COMMISSIONER MORIARTY TO NOMINATE COMMISIONER TEAS AS VICECHAIRMAN OF
THE JOINT COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS AND THE INFRASTRUCURE COMMITTEE
BY ROLL CALL
Discussion:
Director Cummings
So I am hearing a nomination for Chairman, Mike O’Brien and a Vice Chair of Frank Teas. Any discussion on the
matter? Hearing no discussion on the matter calling for a roll, I will start with Frank Teas.
A viva voce roll call was taken which resulted as follows:
Yea: Commissioner Teas, Commissioner Pappas, Commissioner Moriarty,
Commissioner Schoneman, Alderman O’Brien, Alderman Lopez,
Alderman Schmidt, Alderman Jette, Mayor Donchess

9

Nay:

0

MOTIONS CARRIED
Director Cummings
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It appears as though with 10 voting all in the affirmative, it is unanimous, we have a Chair and Vice Chair to
steward the meeting here. With that being said, technically now the meeting gavel is virtually turned over to
the Chair, Mike O’Brien. Mr. Chair, I ask that you allow me to continue facilitating the proceedings of this
meeting as we have a robust agenda and there are a couple other business items I would like to discuss.
Chairman O’Brien
Yes, I do. I see Item E to discuss next so yes, without objection Director Cummings the meeting is yours.
Director Cummings
So next, moving on, we have on my agenda here which I am about to pull up, hopefully everyone can see my
screen now. I wanted to give everyone just a little orientation as to why we are here today. So just to provide
some background, over the last few weeks as it appeared as though the Burke Street property was going to be
sold and it looks imminent, the question arose as to what the official process would be to construct a new DPW
Building. After consultation with the Legal Department, and in working in cooperation with the DPW
Administration and then my office over the last few weeks, we learned that it is actually a pretty explicit
process laid out in the Charter.
And by way of background, I will make sure this Memo is made available through the minutes and sent to
everyone. I use this just really to help guide and facilitate this meeting. So per the Charter and under
Paragraph 60 which speaks to the general powers and duties of the Board of Public Works, it is highlighted at
the end that says, “The said Board” which is speaking to the Board of Public Works, “and the Lands &
Buildings Committee” which we know is the Infrastructure Committee of the Board of Aldermen, “jointly shall
direct the construction of all buildings, erect, alter, remodel or change for the use of the Public Works
Department and no building shall be erected, altered, remodeled or changed unless the plan therefore have
been previously approved by the Board of Public Works”.
So with that being said, I thought it would be wise to convene this body together jointly, moving forward it is my
recommendation that we convene this body as needed to jointly govern the business of the construction of the
new building. But to do it more expeditiously and to help facilitate the process, what I believe would be a good
thing to do is develop a small working group that would work more intimately on the project. So what I would
like is to develop a working group and I am recommending that we have 5 members of this working group; two
of which from the Board of Public Works and then 3 of which being from the Infrastructure Committee. Due to
the fact that both Commissioner Teas and Commissioner Moriarty have been working on this project for a long
time and I know it is near and dear to them and they are the most closely aligned to it, it would make sense to
ask that they be part of the working group. And then additionally, I would recommend that the leadership of
the Infrastructure Committee which is O’Brien, Lopez and Schmidt be the 3 members of the working group with
Chairman O’Brien, Vice Chairman Lopez and then Secretary Schmidt rounding out the working group.
It is my understanding that per practice, the Chairs of the respective Committees can appoint subcommittees
so I want to make sure that this is your approval but I am recommending that we have a working group of 5
people as I have mentioned.
Director Fauteux
Can I just ask for some clarification? So even though there will be a working group, decisions will still be made
by the full boards, correct?
Director Cummings
That’s correct and thank you Lisa for making that clear. So this is advisory only to just help work through the
issues. The official body that would have approval is the Joint Body that we are currently meeting as right
now. With that being said, I am hopeful that we can move in this direction to keep moving this project forward.
I am not hearing any other questions or comments or concerns. I guess Mr. Chair, I wanted to check in with
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you at this point and just make sure you are OK with me moving on to miscellaneous housekeeping items that
I’d like to discuss as well?
Chairman O’Brien
If I may, Director Cummings, is not an official position, but however, every good Committee does need some
form of Clerk and if I may have Alderman Jan Schmidt as our de facto Clerk of these proceedings, it does give
a central base without objections.
Commissioner Pappas
Can I ask a question? I didn’t want to interrupt that’s why I haven’t asked my questions, is it OK?
Director Cummings
Sure, yeah.
Commissioner Pappas
So I think the closing was supposed to imminent in December 2019. And then we keep changing the date. It
seems like every month we change the date. Has it closed?
Director Cummings
No it has not closed.
Commissioner Pappas
Do you have a date for this building to close on? I thought it was May 12th?
Director Cummings
We are working towards getting it closed, originally it was May 27th. In speaking with the perspective purchaser
of the building yesterday, we are hoping to get it closed the 1st week in June. So it is imminently happening.
Commissioner Pappas
Thank you.
Director Cummings
With all of that being said, I just think it would be good for us to put a process together that would allow for us
to move this project forward as expeditiously as possible as I mentioned earlier. One of the goals that I hope
that we all agree to and come out of this meeting with is that we look to try to start construction for spring of
’22. Any other questions or comments at this time?
Commissioner Moriarty
I do have a question Tim.
Director Cummings
Yes, sir.
Commissioner Moriarty
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This probably goes to Chairman O’Brien. What you just suggested about the subcommittee make up, should
that not be put into a motion, since every action needs a motion. I just want to make sure we approve that.
Director Cummings
I would prefer it to be a motion and I would like that, I just want to also make sure I am not breaking protocol
because I know separate the two bodies have the power to appoint subcommittees at the Chair’s discretion.
However, I think because it is a Joint Body and just to have clarify on this matter, I would welcome if a motion
was made right now to just affirm what I said.
Chairman O’Brien
And if I may Director Cummings, I totally agree, it would make it a lot cleaner. So the Chair would entertain
such a motion should a member like to make it. Commissioner Moriarty would you like to make that motion?
Commissioner Moriarty
Yeah I would make that motion. I don’t know if you would like me to reiterate it or just Tim, what you have
written down, that made sense to me the rationale.
MOTION BY COMMISSIONER MORIARTY FOR A SUBCOMMITTEE OF FIVE MEMBERS TO BE TWO
FROM THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS AND THREE FROM THE INFRASTRUCTURE COMMITTEE BY
ROLL CALL
Discussion
Director Cummings
And if I could take it a step further Commissioner Moriarty to also outline and name them to be Commissioner
Moriarty, Commissioner Teas, Alderwoman Schmidt, Alderman Lopez and Alderman O’Brien.
Commissioner Moriarty
Yes, thank you.
MOTION TO AMEND BY COMMISSIONER MORIARTY THE CREATION OF A SUBCOMMITTEE OF FIVE
MEMBERS TO TWO MEMBERS FROM THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS; COMMISSIONER MORIARTY
AND COMMISSIONER TEAS; AND THREE MEMBERS FROM THE INFRASTRUCTURE COMMITTEE;
ALDERMAN SCHMIDT, ALDERMAN LOPEZ AND ALDERMAN O’BRIEN BY ROLL CALL
Discussion:
Chairman O’Brien
Any discussion on the motion? Seeing no further discussion, Director Cummings, could you still act as Clerk
until Alderman Schmidt does get the proper paperwork? Can you please call the roll? Director Cummings, I
had conversations earlier with Alderman Lopez, he did have another commitment that he needed to attend to.
A viva voce roll call was taken which resulted as follows:
Yea: Commissioner Teas, Commissioner Pappas, Commissioner Moriarty,
Commissioner Schoneman, Alderman O’Brien,
Alderman Schmidt, Alderman Jette, Mayor Donchess
Nay:

8
0
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MOTION CARRIED
Director Cummings
Lastly Mr. Chair, and again I just want to refer back to my memo, mainly more for discussion purposes and I
am going to pull it up on the screen here. I just want to talk about the culture and the norm and how we foresee
the administrative matters unfolding as time goes on, basically developing some norms or cultures within this
joint body which is its own separate body of two separate public bodies within the City of Nashua. I am sure
there are some various questions that one may arise as you are technically thinking about how Director
Fauteux and I are going to administer this body. But essentially what we are hoping to do is have the
meetings 1) by public just for the record, these will both be public meetings – the working group and the full
body. Notice will be given prior, adhering to all the statutory obligations and agendas will be provided. Minutes,
and this was brought up earlier, so in working through some of the technical details, what we had discussed in
preparation for today is making sure that it is understood that during Joint Body, so under an official meeting
like this, it would be verbatim minutes taken. However, during the working group meetings, which is advisory,
there would be minutes but there’s no expectation that verbatim minutes would be taken. It would be meeting
our statutory requirements.
Commissioner Pappas
May I make a question or comment on that.
Director Cummings
Of course, yes please.
Commissioner Pappas
So I will say, I think I was the only person who voted against Burke Street because we didn’t have enough
information, as it turned out that cost was prohibitive. But when we ask for updates, I don’t know that we got
any minutes. And if we are going over budget, I really hope that we do, that each of these Boards and the
Board of Aldermen get minutes after each of these meetings of this Joint Board so we kind of know what’s
going on so it’s not right at the end we find out that it going to be way more that we had anticipated. I think that
that may have been what was missing in the Burke Street project. So I understand that you don’t have the
resources to be able to do verbatim minutes for this Joint Meeting, but I really hope we are more informed than
we were at the Burke Street project, because I really thought that the information fell short. That was my
opinion. Thank you.
Director Cummings
Thank you and yes you will receive minutes of the working group meeting of any official motions made that
would again be advisory only to the official body that has jurisdiction over this which is this Joint Body. So
relative to staffing support for this Joint Body, myself and Lisa Fauteux will be working to make sure we
provide the administrative support. The Joint Committee will be televised as it is right now but the working
group meetings will not. Now with all that being said, these will be public meetings, but the televised portion
would only by the Joint Committee.
Location – so we’ve talked about when we meet in person again. The idea is that we will meet at 9 Riverside
when we meet officially as a group again. We will provide a hybrid option as best as we can and we will
obviously try to make all accommodations possible. Needless to state, we will endeavor to adhere to all the
Right-to-Know requirements. For the most part, it is going to be my role to facilitate these types of meetings
and I am happy to continue to doing it as the Board or this body likes. We are developing a distribution list, if
anyone would like to be on the distribution list so they receive notice and that goes for anyone that’s here
today or anyone who is listening or watching on TV, happy to add you to the distribution list. All I ask is that
you email me at CummingsT@NashuaNH.gov and we will get you on the official email distribution list so you
can receive notification.
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I am asking everyone to keep a learning mindset when using the Zoom technology platform. It is a newer form
of communication and I know we are all getting used to it still. With that being said, I do ask that everyone turn
on their video when possible, it is much easier for us to work as a body when we cannot only hear you but see
you. It makes for a more productive meeting. When you are not speaking or participating officially, please
keep yourself on mute, it will help keep cross talk to a minimum. Finally, everyone’s comments, thoughts and
ideas are valued. We want everyone to participate. We ask that it be done in a courteous manner. If you
haven’t figured it out yet, I try to run and facilitate meetings in a very casual and informal nature. So that’s the
type of tone I am going to try to set for this type of meeting. I think it worked very well when we did another
building project I was involved with and I’d like to continue with as we move forward with this project. So, Mr.
Chair, those were just some administrative matters that I wanted to quickly highlight and put out there for the
group.
I am going to stop sharing my screen as I know I have taken probably too much time on the agenda this
evening and I know we have a presentation by our architect. With that being said, Mr. Chair and if it is the
pleasure of this body, I’d ask that we move on to the next agenda item which is a presentation of the current
design and I am asking for approval of the design of the building.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Director Cummings. As Director Cummings stated, next on the Agenda is the presentation from
HKT. The presentation will be on the design of the DPW Facility. After the presentation there will be a
discussion and then a motion will be taken to approve the design as presented by HKT Architects. So without
further ado, I will now encourage, who is from HKT?
Janet M. Slemenda, AIA, LEED AP – Janet Slemenda.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you. I don’t mean to get so familiar but if I may call you Janet. Thank you.
Ms. Slemenda – Please do, please do.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you, thank you Janet. I will now, Janet, encourage you to brief this Joint Committee.
Ms. Slemenda Can I present, have you made me a presenter?

Director Cummings
I have, you are all set to go. Thank you.
Ms. Slemenda Let me know if you cannot see it. I have put it into a slideshow, can everyone see that, any
comments, OK?
Director Cummings
Yes.
Ms. Slemenda
OK so I am going to try to make this as brief as possible and to let you know that you’ve seen this work before.
It has been discussed and I can’t advance this for some reason, I’m frozen; OH there is it is, OK. So you’ve
seen this work before, nothing is new or changed from the last time but it has been a while so I want to go
through it with you. And I want to talk a little bit about the process of our work to date. We did a pre-design
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process which included finalizing the space needs, what spaces were going to be included in the building. We
also prepared preliminary options for the placement of the building we are talking about now, the current
building and the administrative building and any other future buildings on the site. We completed multiple
options for the interior public configuration as well as exterior finish options. We did those options in
conjunction with the DPW staff both leadership and staff. They were able to review things and comment; we
did multiple iterations of it so they are very familiar with what are doing and why we were doing it, trying to get
the relationships correct.
After that was approved, we completed what we call a schematic design based on the preferred lot layout.
And they included architectural, civil landscape structural plans and mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire
protection narratives, a pretty standard package for schematic design. We sent those documents over to
Harvey Construction who is the CM on this project, who provided the preliminary cost estimates. So that was
the initial process. The first thing that we talked about was space needs programming, the building was
supposed to be around 25,000 or so square feet, it ended up being approximately 25,445 square feet and the
building includes shared public spaces for the public primarily, customer service points, things like that, the
operations, the people that are actually working at the DPW and shared employee spaces, locker rooms,
personal protective equipment storage rooms, lunch rooms, things like that. Administrative offices for both the
administration and engineering departments. Engineering and cubicles, a few offices, meeting/library, printer
plotter room, typical engineering spaces and then building support. And we put anything that involves vertical
circulation, stairs, elevators, mechanical, electrical spaces all into that and that makes up the program for the
building.
The next thing we did in conjunction with planning that is we began to look at the site options and we worked
with our consultants on this. This pink box, I am going to try to highlight some of this, so this pink box right
here that I am circling, that is the 25,000 square foot administration space. So you are looking at the entire
site in a much bigger scale but this is the building we are talking about. So we looked at multiple options, this
was the alternative that best met the needs of the operations which location was in line with the new public
entry, so we are bringing in a new road there. This is the existing road up here. The future building and yard
locations are highlighted in red so we wanted to make sure that whatever happened in the future, that we
would not – anything we did in the current building would not compromise the future. So we kind of noted that
and that’s in red.
The current site use is in green; this is the Recycling Center and this is the Fire Training Tower. And then we
also noted that there could be other uses of the site further south on the property which is highlighted in blue.
So that was the preferred scheme. After we came up with that option we did a series of long-term planning
options, so again, to make sure that nothing we did this time would affect any future work. The long-term
planning was what we did in the programming several years ago. We looked at all of the buildings, all within
the different division departments of the DPW and we came up with a program. And they included things like
the Maintenance Department, Vehicle Storage, the shops, the wash bay and all these products that support
the operations of the building. And we did three options, there is one here and then a second one, different
configuration. What we were testing here was if there are changes made and we really wanted to do
something different with this site plan support different options. And then we did a third option here.
So what we demonstrated in this that the DPW had a lot of options for the rest of the side of the remainder of
the program as we move forward which helped us in making our final decisions about how the building was
going to lay out. So we went from this little pink box to an actual building; this is in two scales. So here is
some planning the road in, current and future programming, the existing buildings and then any kind of building
that went behind it is represented as dash lines or square boxes. It really didn’t matter, but the plan was that
whatever we did would not impact the future. We emphasized the entry sequence, the parking limitations and
the simple landscaping for the building providing buffers to the landfill and also made sure that we were always
enhancing air quality for anything we did. So this was the building as it sits on the site.
From there and while we were doing this, this is simultaneous, we were working on the floor plans and these
were the things we work in conjunction with each of the department overhead leadership and staff. You’ve
seen these before but I’ll go through it. It is a very simple building, it’s a rectangle. You sort of enter in the
center of it where there is a common lobby space, customer service points or if you are moving into it for a
conference, if you are a public member or into the major multi-purpose room, you can go through this door and
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all of these things that are sort of colored white or not colored in, our operation support spaces, locker rooms,
things like that, mechanical rooms. So there’s an open work space on the first floor for customer service and a
multi-purpose room and these were foreman. This is a total of about 12,812 square feet including this exit
here for the multi-purpose room and the egress stair on the second floor and the entry which pop out from that
rectangle.
This is the upper floor, 12,631 square feet. Going back you can come in and take an elevator to go up or you
go up a stair to the second floor either or. So when you get to the second floor, you are in the same lobby
space, here’s that stair, here’s that elevator and you have another customer service point, that is the
Engineering Department primarily and if you are going to do anything in Administration, there’s an entry point
there and most of that is Administration on this side. There are multiple meeting rooms, there are support
spaces for the employees, there’s archival and file storage, everything has been planned into it so that when
this building is done it will handle the administration going forward.
We did multiple elevations and we were working to make sure that we were building the most cost efficient
building using materials that would be cost efficient but also hold the test of time. It is a heavy duty site, it has
a lot of truck on it and you don’t build buildings that aren’t going to be able to take a little bit of wear and tear,
masonry is a very good option. So we are looking at a masonry building. Here’s that center entry point, this is
the little vestibule on one side and the stair on the other. At this point it looks like this, this is in 3 dimensions
where you see the entry point on each of these and the building. So the front of the building and the sides
have windows because they are not going to have a building behind them. But if you did notice in the back of
the building, on the upper floor there are very few windows, a few windows because in the future there may be
a connector to another building and we wanted to make sure that we prepared this back wall so that it could
take another future building.
And after this the last thing I want to talk to you about is our design next steps and our timeline. We are going
to be, as Tim pointed out, presenting to the Joint Committee on Public Works & Infrastructure. We are going
to be coordinating with Harvey Construction to remain on budget. We are going to create a schedule for
completion of the documents and construction. Our proposed timeline with this May / June restart is to
complete the construction documents for bidding in approximately 24 weeks and then we will in that 24 weeks
we will be finalizing the design, we will be coordinating the work of the design team, updating the estimates
and coordinating with City Boards as needed to obtain permits; all standard work for a construction project.
We are going to bid a project in approximately 4 weeks and go into construction next spring, 2022
approximately 10 months of construction so early 2023 will be our occupancy.
That’s it for me. Any questions? I can go back in time to any of the images if you have questions?
Director Cummings
Thank you. I was just going to say I am seeing Frank Teas with a question, Mr. Chair.
Commissioner Teas
Thank you Director Cummings. Thank you for that refresher, it’s nice to see that building again and see what
the potential could look like. Obviously there’s a lot of work to be done including the sale of that building which
hopefully does occur sooner than later. But I did have a question, Janet, with respect to material costs. I am
pretty connected to the wood industry and I know that they have seen, in some instances, prices tripling. And
it is my understanding that all materials across the board, because everybody has I guess been locked up for
the last year and they decided they wanted to improve their house or move or whatever it is. And I am
wondering while in the wood industry they say that over the next several months those prices should normalize
again as the supply chains are able to catch up. What is the impact to our project with respect to the plans
you’ve given us and the initial budget and the strains on materials and would there be a decrease in those
prices over time and maybe even have a cost savings, dare I ask.
Ms. Slemenda
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I can’t speak to this but Carl is on from Harvey and he’s the money man here. We are seeing incredible cost
fluctuation right now and we are hoping to see a stabilization in those prices sort of by the time you are going
out to bid hopefully. So we are going to see hopefully a normalization and back to normal escalation factors
that anybody pays for the price of an increase. I think Carl has taken into consideration those numbers,
certainly in last year’s estimate he was looking at escalation. But no one has a crystal ball on this one, that’s
anything other than cloudy right now. I think it is a bit unknown right now but we are, again, we are looking for
stabilization going forward. Carl, do you want to comment more about the cost?
Carl DuBois, Harvey Construction
Thank you Janet. I think you summed it up quite nicely honestly. I mean 41 years of doing this I have never
seen the marketplace as volatile as it is right now. We are looking at last the ST estimate that we put together
quite a few months ago, try to get that updated for everybody to see where we are. As Janet said, we don’t
have a crystal ball moving forward. Mr. Teas, I’d like to think that it is all going to come back to normal but I
can’t even define normal today in 2021 between COVID and everything else. We are wrestling with escalations
across every sector of the market. More importantly it is coming down to being able to get your hands on
those materials. There’s a shortage of a number of things. I am hoping that while this project is under design
that when supply and demand balance out, and things get back to let’s say what we used to consider normal in
this industry, it is incredible and has been since March. Everybody is blaming it on COVID and I am
sometimes wondering if some manufacturers aren’t just jumping on the bandwagon. Again, not having a
crystal ball, not knowing where it is going, we are asking right now what the impact would be on today’s
market. Ultimately my goal for the spring start would be to put this out on the street in a December maybe
January timeframe to be able to get this thing awarded with the blessing of the Committee, make our awards
and get everything lined up so that we have ample time to get materials. I can tell you, you’re a 10 month
duration, maybe 12 and that’s just based on getting materials at this point in time. But we are going to track it
on-going from here on out for you. We can report as it was raised in giving the proper information, as we go
along we’d be happy to share that information with you. Let us do our homework here and at the next
Committee meeting we should be able to have something for you that we can present.

Commissioner Teas
Mr. Chair, if I may, a second question to that please? I think he said yes.
Director Cummings
Mr. Chair, you are on mute, just so you know.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you, yes, a follow up is in order. Thank you.
Commissioner Teas
Thank you kindly. So I appreciate it, I am going to call you Carl, so you can call me Frank, thank you. I just
think our group should be mindful of the fact that we had a budget of “X” to build a building of 25,000 square
feet and it just doesn’t seem reasonable that if prices are up by 30%/40% we obviously can’t build that same
building. So I think as a group we should talk about that at some point and decide are we going to modify the
construction or are we going to wait until prices go down, you know? What it is we are going to do? We just
should make that an agenda item and be mindful of it because we don’t have an endless pile (inaudible).
Thank you.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you.
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Director Cummings
And Mr. Chair, I just want to make sure that you have Alderman Jette next in the queue and then Alderman
Dowd as well.
Chairman O’Brien
Very good. Thank you Director Cummings. I will call on Alderman Jette.
Alderman Jette
Thank you Mr. Chairman. So I think you gave us permission to call you Janet. You may not realize that some
of us are not familiar with, you know, when you say “we’ve seen this all before”. Maybe we have and I have
just forgotten. I was the liaison to the Board of Public Works for my first two years as Aldermen and I was
familiar with this project at that time. Since then I have kind of lost track of it. I remember at the time there was
concern expressed and in turn a reaction, kind of a promise that the impact on the local neighborhood would
be as minimal as possible. I know way back when, when those houses that are on West Hollis Street adjacent
to the landfill site were purchased by the City, there were assurances made by the City that the residential
atmosphere or look of the neighborhood would be preserved.
I know Mayor Donchess was an Alderman at the time and was a champion for the local residents about that
issue. Now I got a quick look at your plans here and I see that you are planning on a separate entrance way; a
separate road is going to be constructed. I don’t know exactly, I couldn’t catch exactly where that was going to
be located but I thought we were talking about the entrance to the landfill, there’s talk about a traffic light being
put into that intersection and now I see you are planning on a separate road altogether. And it looked like this
two-story building was going to be fairly close to the property line. I just got a quick look so I am not sure what
I am saying is accurate. But I am wondering about the impact on the adjacent residential homes, what the view
out of their back windows is going to be of this two-story building. Is there an effort made to landscape it in
such a way that the building is going to be pretty much hidden from view? That’s one question, I have other
questions I would like to pursue but that’s my first one.
Chairman O’Brien
Janet, do you want to answer that question.
Ms. Slemenda
Hello, I just wanted to say I am sorry, I don’t know what happened I am on my phone. I just lost all connection
and I apologize for that. Can you hear me?
Director Cummings
Yes, is this Janet?
Ms. Slemenda It is Janet, I have no idea. I think Comcast went out in our area. Sorry about that so I
apologize.
Chairman O’Brien
Well Alderman Jette does have a pending question for you and what it is, when we first got into this there was
concern with the adjacent properties and somewhat of a buffer. But he’s now asking will there be any type of
landscaping or any type of concerns that this project would have to isolate that building from the West Hollis
Street view.
Ms. Slemenda
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OK so the current plan is where the City owns that property and so that’s sort of the placement of it, I think the
buildings are on Burke Street and I don’t have a drawing that I can measure but I can approximate that we are
probably 180 to 200 feet at least away the building is from any of the back structure. And there are some
wooded areas there already and the initial plan shows for us to have some trees and we can certainly discuss
whether we need to bolster that tree line or planting line to provide it. I think that’s why we put the building
there, why we made the gesture to put a very positive space so when the community does look through those
trees that they see a nice looking building with plantings. So we can look at that. Is that helpful?
Chairman O’Brien
Alderman Jette.
Alderman Jette
Yes. Also the location of this new road that is going to access the building, where is that in relation to the
adjacent homes, the homes in that area?
Ms. Slemenda
Lisa, do you want or Dan Hudson do you want to take that location? But it is sort of to the north of and I don’t
know the address of the one house or the building that’s right there. But can you describe the property to the
Alderman?
Director Fauteux
Yeah, so Alderman Jette this is the same plan that we had when we had that neighborhood meeting at the
landfill, that hasn’t changed. It is sort of where the Brown property was at one time, where the entrance will
be, probably a little bit closer to the other landfill entrance. But we are not going to be doing anything with the
Brown and (inaudible) properties that are in the front. So that land will remain there. So I think that the building
will really be pretty much screened by that existing land in the front. We have always said that we wouldn’t
touch that property. Now while there might be a little bit of parking encroaching on that, that property will
remain with the trees and as natural as it is. So it’ll just be a road going in there and that is really for the
convenience for the residents so that they are not, they are able to go into the landfill without crossing large
trucks that might be coming out of this site for safety reasons. The other advantage for that is there will be a
number of people coming for permits and other things or soccer balls or signing their kids up for camps,
whatever the case may be. So it’s a lot more convenient for the residents to be able to have access that is not
the same as the landfill. It is not going to be a huge impact.
Ms. Slemenda
Can you see the image again? Is it back up for everyone?
Director Cummings
Yes, yes it is.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Janet. Alderman Jette are you all set with your question?
Alderman Jette
Yes. If I could comment further, now that I see the image again, when this was shown to the neighborhood I
don’t remember where this big red arrow is leading right up to the building.
Ms. Slemenda
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That’s the new roadway.
Alderman Jette
I don’t remember seeing that. I am not saying it wasn’t there, but I never noticed it. I didn’t realize there was
going to be a separate entrance. So it looks, you know, there is a house just to the south of it.
Ms. Slemenda
This one right here?
Alderman Jette
Yeah. So anyways it looks like that would have an impact on them. My other question is you mentioned this
building having locker rooms. Is this building going to be just housing the people that work at the landfill now or
is this building designed to accommodate the eventual moving of the Street Department to this location, the
Parks & Recreation Department? Is that building going to be large enough to do that?
Director Fauteux
No. Alderman Jette this is Administration and Engineering. This will be all Parks & Recreation, much of the
Street Department, the Administration staff will be there. We can’t move everybody obviously because the
equipment needs to stay there and we won’t have a garage. But the Administrative staff will be moved over
and then all of Solid Waste. So the only folks that will not be there at this time will be Waste Water and the
front line staff; the mechanics, truck drivers and operators of the Street Department. Everybody else will be
located at this site.
Alderman Jette
OK and one last question if I may Mr. Chairman. As far as the siting of this building, has this gone, will this go
before the Planning Board or has it gone yet?
Director Cummings
It will go before the Planning Board; it has not gone yet.
Alderman Jette
OK, thank you.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Alderman Jette. In the queue we do have Alderman Dowd. Alderman Dowd?
Alderman Dowd
Yeah just a few comments. One is that when we bought those properties, we said we wouldn’t build any
buildings out that way right on the street. But that road has been on the plan since we started and also a full
traffic study was done by Wayne Hudson, relative to this. It was determined that the separation of the traffic
was the best thing for the traffic on that street. So it makes much more sense to have that separate driveway
and I don’t think it’ll be impinging on any of the neighbors. There won’t be extensive traffic.
The other thing is, it was a question about the price. At some point after Harvey does their pricing on things,
there will be a guaranteed maximum price. Correct Carl?
Mr. DuBois – Correct Alderman.
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Alderman Dowd
And once there’s a guaranteed maximum price approved by this Committee, then nothing can change –
additions, deletions or changes in price without it being approved through a change order through this
Committee. I have been involved in 12 school building projects, 3 of them brand new buildings, a couple of
them major undertakings, so I have been through this process a number of times over the last 15 years. So I
did promise Alderman O’Brien I would assist, as well as Director Fauteux, assist in where I could in guidance. I
deal with Harvey Construction every day on these projects as well as I think everybody on City Staff. In fact
when we were on, I just got a call from Celia Leonard in the Legal Office, we are working on something on the
new school. So there’s a lot to building a building and I will try to lend whatever expertise I have to help make
sure it gets finished on schedule and under cost.
Chairman O’Brien
I would like to say that I am very appreciative to Alderman Dowd. Your level of experience with the
construction, you’ll be like an angel on our shoulders when we have those questions. So thank you for
showing interest into this project. If there’s no further comment….
Commissioner Pappas
If I have comments, Chairman, is that OK?
Chairman O’Brien
Yes, thank you Commissioner Pappas, please?
Commissioner Pappas
So I will say I was told that there was some sort of a traffic study done and we got a verbal but I asked several
times for a written traffic study because I think once we are going to look at something we really need to read it
and that was never available. I know I had asked in November of 2019 and I never got the written traffic study
for that. The other issue is with the site is that you are saying OK we are going to do the office building which is
the most inexpensive part of getting our facilities done. Long-term plan, kicking the can down the road for
some other Board of Aldermen to have to figure out, we never got a price for what it is going to cost to move
Parks & Rec and the Street Department down there. In November, I looked through the meeting minutes
November 2019, off the top of someone’s head from Harvey Construction, and again very kind about it, very
nice about, 2019 prices, Oh that’s at least another $60 to $70 million dollars.
So I will say that we have never gotten a written copy of the traffic report that will impact the neighborhood. I
know that we do have some Ward Aldermen on this Committee on these two Committees, but some of us
represent the City at-large and I know Alderman Jette represents the Ward which hosts the landfill. I just have
a real concern, just like Burke Street, that we’ve not really done our homework on this issue. I understand that
we have air quality issues over at the office on Riverside, but I know that they were the same quality issues
where transit is and transit did figure that out. The problem is, although it won’t come from Public Works
money, the Police Department is going to get that building, eventually the taxpayers are going to have to pay
for that too. So those are some of my concerns about the project. Thank you.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Commissioner Pappas. Director Cummings, if it is at all possible since maybe a change and it has
been a while since we discussed this, people have not seen that traffic study, can a copy be sent out via email
to the Joint Committee, please?
Director Fauteux
Alderman O’Brien. I just the mention, the traffic study is on our web site. So it can be viewed by anybody that
is interested. It is on the Division of Public Work’s Web Site.
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Chairman O’Brien
Thank you, Director Fauteux.
Commissioner Pappas
Can I ask one more question?
Chairman O’Brien
Yes, you may, Commission Pappas.
Commissioner Pappas
So the traffic study was only done for the office part; so the traffic study we had done didn’t factor into
eventually we want Parks & Rec and the Street Department there?
Director Fauteux
No, I believe it was, I’ll let Engineer Hudson comment, but I believe it was comprehensive, Commissioner
Pappas, in the event we are fortunate enough to bring everybody over. But I do want to clarify, the only staff
that will not be in this building will be the Street Department mechanics and front line staff like the operators
and the truck drivers and Waste Water. Everybody else, all of Park & Rec will be moved to this facility.
Chairman O’Brien
All set Commissioner Pappas.
Commission Pappas
Yes, thank you.
Commissioner Schoneman
Chairman O’Brien?
Chairman O’Brien
Yes, Commissioner Schoneman.
Commissioner Schoneman
Yes, could I make a comment.
Chairman O’Brien
Absolutely.
Commissioner Schoneman
I’ve made these comments before, not long ago and I would like to reiterate for the record that considering all
that we have been through, all of us in the last year, all of us have been required to do some measures of
austerity because of all the financial complexity of the last year. I personally believe that with all the other
projects that are going on right now, some more fiscally responsible than others, that this project although very
necessary, I completely understand the need to update the Public Works Facility, that is completely legitimate.
I don’t think this is a good time to push through a project like this and I know that others will say that interest
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rates are fabulous and we can’t afford not to borrow all this money. But with the Burke Street property not
being sold six months down the road from when it was originally supposed to be sold and building costs and
very high property taxes still going up, I feel strongly that is not a fiscally responsible project for right now that
maybe we should consider putting it off. That’s my feeling. Thank you.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Commissioner Schoneman.
Director Fauteux
Alderman O’Brien, may I just comment?
Chairman O’Brien
Yes you may Director Fauteux.
Director Fauteux
Thank you. So I think that I have shown, you know, in all my years as Director that I have been very fiscally
responsible cutting budgets when I needed to and I’ve done that for a number of years. This project is not a
“nice to have”. Our staff deserves safe and healthy working conditions and they don’t have that right now.
We’ve got air quality issues in several of our buildings, we have mold, we have people that are dealing with
rodents under their desks, we have inadequate restrooms and locker rooms. Our engineers are doubled up,
their files are out in the highway. We are not providing adequate working conditions for our staff. Our
buildings are beyond their useful life; many of our staff they don’t even have windows. This project is
something that the staff, I’ve said this before, this is not for me, I don’t need a new office, I’m fine with my office
but there are many people who are working in squalor like conditions and I have been advocating for this for a
long time. This is not something new; this has been going on for a very, very long time. I don’t believe that this
project should be and can be put off for any longer.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you, Director Fauteux. If everybody has had their chance to make their particular comment I am still
looking for a motion. OK the motion that I would be looking for is to approve the design as presented by HKT
Architects. Is there any Committee member that would like to make that motion?
MOTION BY COMMISSIONER TEAS TO APPROVE THE DESIGN AS PRESENTED BY HKT ARCHITECTS
ROLL CALL
Discussion:
Chairman O’Brien
OK we have a motion by Commissioner Teas to approve the design, as presented, by HKT Architects. Any
further discussion on the motion. Yes, Commissioner Pappas.
Commissioner Pappas
I have one more question, I’m sorry.
Director Cummings
If I may Mr. Chair?
Chairman O’Brien
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Yes, you may.
Director Cummings
Thank you, I also want to make sure you know that you have Ernie Jette looking to say something as well.
Chairman O’Brien
I see his hand.

Director Cummings
Commissioner Pappas and Alderman Jette.
Chairman O’Brien
I do see Alderman Jette’s hand. Yes, thank you. Commissioner Pappas, go ahead.
Commissioner Pappas
So my question is, because I never saw the written traffic report. I just want to make sure, so you are saying
that all the AFSCME people from Parks & Rec are going over to that new building and that truck load has been
factored in?
Director Fauteux
Engineer Hudson can you confirm that for me, thank you.
Dan Hudson, City Engineer
Sure I’d be happy too, I had to do a refresher myself because I think the study was done last July. But the
study addresses conceptually two phases. The first phase is a 25,000 square foot office building which is the
subject at hand and then Phase II which is included in long-term projections at least for traffic analysis reasons
and includes a 100,000 square foot vehicle garage. So the study does cover what we would envision as an
ultimate, full DPW facility if that should come to pass someday.
Commissioner Pappas
So my question is, when the facility opens, just clarify who is going to be there. Are the AFSCME people from,
my understanding is the AFSME people and I could be wrong, my understanding was all the AFSCME people
from the Street Department will be at the Street Department, I know there are mold and air quality issues
there. And my understanding was the AFSCME people from the Parks & Rec Department would stay over at
the facility over at Greeley Park.
Director Fauteux
No. Everybody will be brought over to the new building with the exception of Waste Water Staff and the Street
Department mechanics, operators, truck drivers, masons; the folks that need their equipment because we
don’t have any place to store all of that equipment. Everybody else, all of Parks & Recreation, all of
administration and engineering and all of Solid Waste will be in that building. And all of the administration of
the Street Department will move over to the new building. So most everybody will be consolidated in the new
building.
Commissioner Pappas
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OK. I guess my request would be, when you guys continue with the plans, for the sake of the folks that live
near the landfill, if we can try to get an idea as to where the trucks are going to be parked because they do put
up with a lot and as I said, I do represent the City at-large and I think they are getting an office and they are
getting a lot more. I have concerns for that Ward. So those are my thoughts. Thank you very much, I
appreciate it.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Commissioner Pappas. We have a pending motion to approve the design as presented by HKT
Architects. Alderman Jette, do you have further discussion on the motion?
Alderman Jette
Yes I do. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I feel a little bit uncomfortable, a lot uncomfortable approving the design of
this building, especially the siting of the building. I know this has been in the works, when I was the liaison to
the Board of Public Works I was well convinced by Director Fauteux of the horrible conditions that her
employees are working under and the need for a new building. Maybe the siting was all conceptual, at least
my memory when I was liaison to the Board everything was conceptual, I didn’t know I was going to be on this
Special Committee until Friday of last week. So seeing the plan that Janet put up, it’s the first time I remember
seeing it. I don’t know how often this Committee is going to be meeting. But do we have time to give us a week
or so to get a copy of this stuff and look it over so that I can feel a little more comfortable about what I am
approving. I don’t know who could answer that but is it possible to delay this for a week or so.
Chairman O’Brien
Yes, I am going to refer that to Director Cummings. But first I would like to say, Alderman Schmidt you are in
the queue. So I see that.
Alderman Schmidt
I only wanted to say I’ve just sent a message to Alderman Jette with all of the data that is available on DPW
including the images and the traffic study. So it should be available to him in his email today.
Chairman O’Brien
I thank you for that. Thank you Alderman Schmidt. Director Cummings, I am going to refer this question to
you if you choose to take it. Can a delay end up causing us even more?
Director Cummings
Correct Mr. Chairman. So I am going to implore you to vote favorably on this, this evening. This is not a new
discussion. We have been talking about this for a while. As we continue to delay this, the cost is only going to
go up. I would like to suggest that this is the beginning of the project. We are at the beginning stages of
design. We are going to have an on-going continuous conversation to approve upon what we are asking you
to vote on tonight. There will be some iterations, some adaptions, some improvements. But we need to get
going, we need to start working and we need to have consensus.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Director Cummings. Any further comment on … yes Director Fauteux.
Director Fauteux
May I speak Alderman O’Brien? Alderman Jette, may I suggest that perhaps we meet out at the landfill and I
can show you exactly where the building would be sited and exactly the area that will be impacted. I think that
will give you a better comfort issue. But nothing has changed since we had had that neighborhood meeting.
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Everything is the same in terms of impact. But I’d be happy to meet you just to show you exactly; we could
walk it and I could show you exactly the area if you are interested in doing that.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Director Fauteux.

Alderman Jette
Can I respond?
Chairman O’Brien
Yes, you may.
Alderman Jette
I would welcome that. Unfortunately we can’t do that before this vote is going to take place. I understand and
I am available pretty much anytime Director Fauteux, so we could do that tomorrow if you’d like. And I
understand the people on the Board of Public Works who have been dealing with this on an ongoing basis and
I understand Director Cummings has been wanting to get this going and I understand all of that. But Director
Cummings, you know to be blunt, you told me that I was going to be on this Committee, you invited me to be
on this Committee on Friday. Now you are asking me to vote on a site plan that I am, it would have been nice
to see this ahead of time. I understand the need to get going but this project has been delayed for all kinds of
reasons and delaying it another week, I don’t think Harvey is going to come up with a price list by next week.
So for those reasons, I am not comfortable voting on this tonight. I’d be happy to vote on it next week, but not
tonight.
Chairman O’Brien
Alderman Jette, as always you have the right when it comes to a vote to express your opinion via your vote. I
have in the queue Alderman Dowd and Commissioner Teas. I will now recognize Alderman Dowd on
discussion on the pending motion.
Alderman Dowd
I could be wrong and Diane could correct me, you’re not voting and I am not voting at all, you are not voting on
construction documents, meaning that they are going to put shoves in the ground next week. I believe this is
preliminary design. We do this on the school projects and then things change before the actual approval of the
construction documents which is, OK now we have all agreed, this is how you are going to build. And once
you start construction documents, changes are a little harder to do. So there’s plenty of time. You are
approving a preliminary design which starts things in motion. Correct me if I’m wrong Director Cummings.
Chairman O’Brien
Director Cummings?
Director Cummings
Alderman Dowd is absolutely correct. That’s exactly what we are trying to do here.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Alderman Dowd and Director Cummings. Commissioner Teas?
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Commissioner Teas
So Alderman Dowd took the words out of my mouth. We are necessarily voting where the building will sit we
are voting on the type of building we may build. So thank you very much.

Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Commissioner Teas. Again, we have a pending motion to approve the design as presented by
HKT Architects. Any further discussion on the motion? Alderman Jette?
Alderman Jette
I’m sorry, just for clarification, so we are not approving the site of this building with this vote? We are not
saying it is going to be located where the architect has located it? Am I understanding that correctly?
Chairman O’Brien
If I am wrong, I am reading the pending motion is to approve the design as presented by HKT Architects.
Alderman Jette
OK, not the siting of the building.
Chairman O’Brien
I think the site has already been chosen and perhaps, Janet – what would happen if we did change the
particular site? Would that mean a major change in to some of these plans.
Ms. Slemenda
Can everybody hear me? I am joining by phone again.
Chairman O’Brien
Yes we can hear you, yes. Thank you Janet.
Ms. Slemenda
So the building placement, the actual physical building placement, we could shift north or south as need be.
We would need to settle it soon because the civil engineers and the landscaping architect and all the people
that contribute to any infrastructure, utilities, pipe placement, they would need to know that sooner than later
so that we would get the facility in the correct location. And they have already done some preliminary work.
Do I think irreversible? Absolutely not. And so if there are Aldermen that would like to go back to the site and
look at it again, I don’t think that a week, the shifting of it would hurt us in a week’s time. So again, we are a
little bit flexible with the location. I would caution to say that the planning for the future is really critical. So I had
shown you a couple slides of what could happen in the future. We wouldn’t want anything we did or anything
we move purely to answer one question that we wouldn’t be able to look at all the other questions. So if that’s
helpful?
Chairman O’Brien
Very helpful. Thank you Janet. Any other further comment on the motion? Seeing no further comment, the
pending motion is to approve the design as presented by HKT Architects. Will Director Cummings please call
the roll, please?
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A viva voce roll call was taken which resulted as follows:
Yea:

Commissioner Teas, Commissioner Moriarty, Chairman O’Brien,
Alderman Schmidt, Mayor Donchess

Nay:

Commissioner Pappas, Commissioner Schoneman,
Alderman Jette

5
3

MOTION CARRIED
Chairman O’Brien
Moving on, we have one more presentation. I would like to recognize Carl DuBois of Harvey Construction who
will present us with a construction timeline update. Carl are you ready?
Mr. DuBois
Thank you Chairman O’Brien. If I may share my screen?
Chairman O’Brien
Absolutely.
Mr. DuBois
Can everybody see that? Bear with me, I’ve got it open.
Commissioner Pappas
It was on the Channel 16 screen. It was there – yeah it’s there now on Channel 16 screen.
Mr. DuBois
This is a preconstruction task list that I put together. This is a form that particularly Alderman Dowd is very
familiar with in trying to keep everybody on task. This list will get us through what I call “preconstruction”
through bidding and then ultimately into awards. From that point we would develop a full construction
schedule and that would be done prior to the issuance of bids so that subcontractors know exactly what was
requested of them and when it was requested.
But the list that’s in front of you is color coated based on who is responsible, be it the City of Nashua, HKT or
Harvey, the 3 members of the team. And what I’ve highlighted in red is what I consider to be, what I am calling
milestone gates. One of the first ones is to complete and it may be but we need to hear from the Civil Engineer
that they have all the site survey and topography that they need in order to get moving on what they need to
do from a Civil Engineering design portion. I have an end date currently of 6/11; we can modify this based on
what the team says. I spent a fair amount of time with Janet going through this to make sure that we were in
sync, so I think we are good.
There’s been a lot of discussion, I’m not looking for expanded discussion on it, but again on the traffic
improvements if you notice, there is nothing really assigned here to HKT Architects, but I think this goes back
to the intersection and what needs to happen and if whether there is going to be any off road improvements. I
don’t believe there will be a signalization out in that area, but what do we have to do. I think there’s a little bit of
work that has to be done there in order for the Civil Engineer to proceed. The other two big ones, I can tell you
we’ve been held up on a couple of school projects on alteration of terrain and part of that is what the changes
that have gone on in the State House. Fish & Game is now involved with any permitting process that goes on
for alteration of terrain and it’s taken a fair amount of time. Typically it used to take about 60 days to get those
approvals and lately, I’ve seen it go as long as 5 months. So I have that as a critical path, same with any
sewage discharge permitting that may have to happen. So we are showing that as being in the queue.
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Also formal sign-offs for the floor plans, elevation of the master plan, I think we talked about that tonight. And
then it really is going to run through this next section of design. Prior to putting this project on hold with the
hold up on Burke Street, we talked about, we actually finished a schematic, Janet finished her schematic
design and we finished a schematic design estimate. We will relook at that and get that updated for everybody
based on current marketplace. Again, that’s all we can do at this point in time. I heard design documents have
been taking out to about 8/20; she needs about 12 weeks’ worth of time to do that. That is taken here on the
timeline, taking it out to 8/21. Rolling right into construction documents, and at the end of construction
documents which I am saying could be 11 / 12 – there is a little bit of wiggle room in this. I would either like to
bid this project before the holidays or right after the holidays. If I can get it done before the holidays that would
be fantastic. It is the best time to bid a particular project because everybody is looking to refill their workload
for the following year coming up. So it would work out fine.
Also, having the construction started in the spring, as Alderman Dowd can attest to, it gives us the ample
opportunity to make the awards, get through a huge (inaudible) process with the architects and engineers and
in particular get the materials on order and in line when we need them to arrive on site. And then I would
assume once the bidding ends, we compile a guaranteed maximum price as Alderman Dowd alluded to earlier
tonight. We would present that document to this group for formal approval so that the last part of our contract
would be executed, authorizing us to proceed with procurement. Everything else that is on this list, and we’d
be happy to go over the list, are all tasks that need to get done to get to the finish line where we have a
completed set of documents and that goes in to potentially conservation submission with the planning staff,
Planning Board submission meetings, us filing a Notice of Intent. I put in here possibly repurposing the bond
funding due to the time element, I’m not sure, you can help us here from the City what needs to happen there,
in terms of appropriating funds due to the going on for the sale of Burke Street, executing our contract.
We do have to do a hydrant flow test, to determine the water pressure down there for the sprinkler design, got
to get that in line. Selection of data security, fiber communication, up front stuff that Janet’s engineers are
going to have to know what is going in the building and what the requirements are. We also have to get the
utility companies on notice, that requires a fair amount of engineering, but we would notify Eversource, Liberty,
Comcast all of them about what is going on with the project so we can establish work orders and get the needs
of this project, engineering and other things that will happen downline. I’m assuming there will be a
Commissioner Meeting, the City would have to solicit proposals for, testing agencies. I know there’s been
some discussion, I’m not sure it is finalized, but there’s some discussion about the (inaudible) I don’t know
what happens with that. Do we develop a project web site on the City system for this project? And then
obviously getting into whatever would be required for furniture, fixtures and equipment.
There’s also an initial code analysis has been done but in speaking with Janet it will be going back to their
consultants a couple more times just to make sure we have dotted our I’s and crossed our T’s. We will get into
finished color selections or Janet will let me pick colors. I’d be happy to put in any color the team wants. But
you would be looking at finish color selections down the line and then life cycle cost analysts which is always
important based on the materials and the equipment that’s going into the building, how efficient we get with it.
For us, we would have to, we will be preparing a logistics plan showing you how we would move on to the site.
We do this on all the school projects, we’ve done with the Performing Arts Center as far as where we might put
a trailer, where we would put the dumpsters. And this goes back to Alderman Jette’s concerns in terms of we
usually like to hide the temporary toilets and dumpsters and we keep in mind that there are residential people
living, it’s their homes, so we try to be – “fly under the radar” as I like to say so they, not trying to hide it but
some stuff you want to hide like temporary toilets and the like.
So we will prepare the logistics plan that could be shared with the neighborhood, I have no problem doing that.
We have done that several time with schools and the neighborhoods around them; get everybody familiar with
what is going on. We will prepare a comprehensive construction schedule once we nail everything down. We
will be developing a DD estimate when Janet finishes her work. We will be putting it out to bid and there’s a
whole process on that that we will be talking out. I assume and maybe I shouldn’t, but once there’s some
finality, similar to what we have done on the school projects, we can bring everybody up to speed in the future
on that. And once it’s bid we will a G&P estimate and that gets converted into a contract. So there are a lot of
things that need to get done, not just by the architect but the engineers. Some of these fall into the hands of
City Officials and at least it’s good to assist us on.
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So there’s a fair amount of work here. This is a fairly simple timeline, our construction schedules get pretty
onerous and it could be up to a couple thousand items. So these are the tasks that have to go on to get us to
the goal line of establishing a G&P for the project that would then lead into a construction contract exhibit that
would have to be signed then releasing us getting ready for construction in the spring. I guess I would ask if
anybody has got any questions moving forward?
Chairman O’Brien
Any questions for Mr. DuBois? Carl, it looks like you got off easy.
Mr. DuBois
Yeah I guess so. But if I may just add one more thing.
Chairman O’Brien
OH absolutely please.
Mr. DuBois
To Alderman Jette’s concern, I personally would have no issue as Alderman Dowd knows, meeting with
neighborhood groups that you represent just to get everybody as the information unfolds, do an informational
meeting. I always felt it was best to get everybody on board early and understand and it has worked out very
well on the school projects and I think we could apply some of the same techniques that we did there.
Chairman O’Brien
OK again I’ll ask, any questions of Mr. DuBois of Harvey Construction? Alderman Dowd?
Alderman Dowd
Yeah just real quick, I found with the new school, keeping the neighbors up to speed on everything that is
going on in advance, makes the projects flow easier and makes the neighbors feel much more involved. We
had some initial pushback on the new school and now the people that originally were pushing back are now
totally in favor of it. So communication is a good thing as far as the neighbors are concerned.
Chairman O’Brien
Very good, thank you Alderman Dowd. OK, basically looking at the end of what we have here on the agenda.
Yes, please.
Director Cummings
If I may? Thank you sir. So just to kind of close out the conversation this afternoon, as you can see to keep
this project on track, there’s a lot of work ahead of us. I know Director Fauteux and I are committed to making
the timeline as previously discussed and I just want to reiterate it now. We are looking to try to get under
construction for spring of ’22 and to do that there’s a lot of milestones and a lot of tasks that we need to
accomplish. With that being said, Mr. Chair, we will be looking to convene this group again as needed to move
this project along, but more importantly the working group we just established, I’ll be reaching out to everyone
to get a meeting going sometime in the next two weeks or so just to get organized and to really move this
conversation along. And as noted, to make sure we are communicating with the neighborhood appropriately.
My last comment is I was thinking and it is my recommendation that we standardize the timeframe in terms of
which we meet. I was going to suggest late afternoons on Tuesday, something like this time period for
meeting when we do meet. I want to put that out to the group, you do not need to respond to that now. Please
email me if that’s a concern or a problem for your schedule. But as we need to call this type of meeting, I
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would be looking to slot it in a late afternoon, let’s say 4:00 p.m. time slot on a Tuesday. Those are all the
logistical and mechanical items I had. I thank everyone for their time this afternoon and I am really looking
forward to this project. Thank you Mr. Chair.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Director Cummings. I would just like to briefly say that I would like to thank all members of the
Committee for your votes to be Chair. I am very excited to work with Commissioner Teas, Commissioner
Moriarty, Alderman Lopez and, of course, my good friend Alderman Jan Schmidt. I take this very seriously, we
are going to build a good building that hopefully will last longer than most people in attendance of this and I
think will be a compliment to us on what we did here. Hopefully this is a good 50 year plus building that will
serve the City well. So again thank you for everybody on their comments and everything. I thought it was a
very productive meeting and I thank you all.
What we will do is we will go until the call of the Chair for the Joint Meeting. Please get back to Director
Cummings as he said looking at the late afternoons of Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. And seeing that with nothing else,
I will call for a motion. Alderman Schmidt do you have our famous Infrastructure Motion?
ADJOURNMENT
MOTION BY ALDERMAN SCHMIDTTO ADJOURN BY ROLL CALL
A viva voce roll call was taken which resulted as follows:
Yea:

Commissioner Teas, Commissioner Pappas, Commissioner Moriarty,
Commissioner Schoneman, Chairman O’Brien, Alderman Schmidt,
Alderman Jette

Nay:

7
0

MOTION CARRIED
The meeting was declared closed at 5:39 p.m.
Alderman Jan Schmidt, Committee Clerk

Office of Economic Development

TO:

Joint Board of Public Works & Committee on Infrastructure

FROM:

Tim Cummings, Economic Development Director

Date:

May 25, 2021

RE:

Organizational & Process Orientation

The enclosed documents outline and memorializes the process we will embark upon to construct
the new DPW administrative building. I am providing this cover memo in an effort to help
provide context and guidance on this matter.
First Order of Business
The first order of business is to elected a Chair & Vice Chair to steward this initiative.
Recommendation:
Rational:

Request:

Chair: Michael O’Brien & Vice Chair Frank Teas
It would make sense to have the current Chair of Infrastructure and the
current Vice Chair of the Board of Public Works in the leadership roles to
help facilitate and guide this process.
Nomination of M. O’Brien for Chair
Nomination of F. Teas for Vice Chair

Background
A few weeks back as the sale of the Burke Street property began to look more imminent the
question arose as to what the official process would be to construct a new DPW building. After
consultation with the City’s Legal Department, DPW Administration and the Office of Economic
Development the following was learned:
Charter: Board of Public Works
§ 60. General powers and duties The said board shall have cognizance, direction and full control (a) of the construction,
alteration, cleaning, watering and repair of streets, highways, bridges and sidewalks; (b) of the location, construction, extension,
care and maintenance of public sewers and drains; (c) of the planting and care of the shade and ornamental trees standing in the
streets and public ways; (d) of the location and supervision of electric power, electric light, telephone, telegraph, and trolley
wires; of electric light, telephone, trolley and telegraph poles, and of any gas and water pipes and other conduits, and erection,
placing and removing thereof; (e) they shall have all the powers and authority now vested in the committee on highways and
bridges and the committee on sewers and drains, as well as full power and authority to contract for and purchase all material
and supplies used in the department created by this act [charter]; (f) they shall have the purchasing as well as the care and control

of all teams and other property used in the department of public works established as aforesaid. And all powers and duties by
law vested in surveyors of highways shall apply to said board of public works when inconsistent herewith. The board of public
works shall also have sole power to select and purchase land for the purpose of the public works department; and when the said
board has secured by vote of the board of aldermen an adequate appropriation for the purchase of a specified lot at a specified
price, then said board may purchase the same. The said board and the land and buildings committee of the board of aldermen,
jointly shall direct the construction of all buildings erected, altered, remodeled or changed, for the use of the public works
department; and no building shall be erected, altered, remodeled or changed, unless the plans thereof have previously been
submitted to the board of public works and approved by it. Upon completion of such building or after the selection and purchase
of land, the board of public works shall have full and complete care and control of the same; and whenever such land or buildings
shall no longer be used for the purposes of the public works department the care and control thereof shall revert to the city.

Second Order of Business
The second order of business is to establish a small working group to be advisory to the Joint
Board of Public Works & Committee on Infrastructure on this initiative
Rational:

Recommendation:

I am recommending a five (5) member working group made of the two
members of the Board of Public Works who are most familiar with the
project to date and then also the Chair, Vice Chair and Secretary of
Infrastructure Committee. This working group will meet to help give input
and provide feedback as necessary and ultimately provide a
recommendation to the Joint BPWs & Infrastructure.
K. Moriarty, F. Teas, J. Schmidt, T. Lopez & M. O’Brien

Miscellaneous Housekeeping items relative to Process
 Setting Meeting day/time
o Recommendation late afternoons on Tuesdays at 4 PM
 Administrative Matters
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Both Meetings (Joint & Working Group) will be public meetings
 Notice will be given prior to mtg adhering to the statutory obligation
 Agendas will be provided in advance
Minutes will be kept for both meetings, but only verbatim minutes at the Joint Committee
level, the working group will only meet the statutory requirement
Staffing will be Tim Cummings & Lisa Fauteux
The Joint Committee will be televised, but the Working Group will not be
Location when the meetings are constituted in person will be at 9 Riverside
Hybrid Option - we will create a hybrid option as necessary and do our best to make all
accommodations possible
Adhere to RTK Requirements
Facilitation of the Meeting will be done by Tim Cummings
Distribution List is being developed
Let’s keep a learning mindset – this is a new form of communication
Please turn on your video when possible – Please keep yourself on mute
Everyone’s comments, thoughts and ideas are valued. Please be courtesy
Casual/Informal meeting in tone and nature
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NASHUA DIVISION OF PUBLIC WORKS

PROCESS: WORK TO DATE
• Pre-Design Process
• Finalized space needs
• Prepared preliminary options for placement of current + future buildings on site
• Completed multiple options for interior building configurations + exterior finish options
• Options developed in conjunction with DPW staff
• Completed Schematic Design based on preferred layout
• Architectural, Civil, Landscape + Structural Plans with MEPFP Narratives
• Provided documents for CM Cost Estimate
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NASHUA DIVISION OF PUBLIC WORKS

SPACE NEEDS PROGRAMMING
• Program: +/- 25,445 sf
• Shared Public Spaces: Entry/Reception, Customer Service Points, Meeting Rooms
• Operations: Foreman + Cubicles for Staff
• Shared Employee Spaces: Locket/Toilet/Shower Rooms, Personal Protective
Equipment, Lunchroom, Large Meeting Room, Mailroom, General Storage
• Administration: Offices, Conference Room, Active/Archive File Storage
• Engineering: Office, Cubicles for Staff, Meeting/Library, Print/Plotter Room,
Storage, Active/Archive File Storage
• Building Support: Vertical Circulation, Janitor’s Closets, Mechanical, Electrical,
Plumbing, Fire Protection + Data Rooms
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NASHUA DIVISION OF PUBLIC WORKS

SITE OPTION: PREFERRED PLACEMENT OF OFFICE BUILDING
• Alternative 1
• Location of proposed building is
in line with new public entry
• Future building + yard locations:
Area highlighted in RED
• Current Site Use: Areas
highlighted in GREEN
• Fire Training Tower
• Recycling
• Possible Future Use: Area
highlighted in BLUE
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LONG TERM SITE PLANNING PHASES – OPTION 1
• Office Building
• Entry aligns with new entry road; Two other
entry/egress doors

Fuel

• Landscaped possibilities along both sides and

Main

front of office building

Maintenance
Wash Bays
Shops

Vehicle storage

• Future Buildings can be built in stages:
• Maintenance faces north/east with +70’ of yard

Offices
Vehicle storage

• Vehicle Storage: Entry from current roadway
into site
• Shops: Facing south + east

Shops

• Wash Bays: Entry from current roadway
Shops

FD Training
Tower

• Fueling: Near current roadway
• Other Site Elements
• Materials storage bins
• Covered Storage
• Salt Shed
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LONG TERM SITE PLANNING PHASES – OPTION 2
• Office Building
• Entry aligns with new entry road; Two other
entry/egress doors

Fuel

• Landscaped possibilities along both sides and

Maintenance

front of office building
Vehicle
storage

• Future Buildings can be built in stages:

Offices
Wash Bays
Vehicle
storage

Shops

• Maintenance faces east with +80’ of yard
• Vehicle Storage: Entry from current roadway
into site
• Shops: Facing south + east

Shops

• Wash Bays: Entry from current roadway
FD Training
Tower

• Fueling: Located adjacent to vehicle storage
• Other Site Elements
• Materials storage bins
• Covered Storage
• Salt Shed
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LONG TERM SITE PLANNING PHASES – OPTION 3
• Office Building
• Entry aligns with new entry road; Two other
entry/egress doors

Fuel

• Landscaped possibilities along both sides and

Main
Vehicle storage

front of office building
Maint

• Future Buildings can be built in stages:

Maintenance

• Maintenance faces south with +80’ of yard

Offices
Wash Bays
Shops

within site
Vehicle
storage

FD Training
Tower

• Vehicle Storage: Entry from new roadway and
• Shops: Facing south
• Wash Bays: Entry from current roadway
• Fueling: Near current roadway
• Other Site Elements
• Materials storage bins
• Covered Storage
• Salt Shed
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PREFERRED PLACEMENT OF PROPOSED BUILDING + FUTURE SITE DEVELOPMENT AT FULL BUILD OUT
• Entry, Parking + Green Areas
• Emphasize entry sequence
• Parking limited to current needs of
staff + public
• Simple landscaping for a civic
building; provide buffers to landfill;
enhance air quality
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN
• Public Spaces
• Entry + Service Desk
• Conference +
Multipurpose Room
• Toilets
• Operations Spaces
• Foreman
• Toilet/Shower/Locker
• Multipurpose Room
• Building Spaces

+/- 12,812 sf

• MEP + FP, Data +
Chases
• Stairs + Elevator
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN
• Public Spaces
• Lobby, Service Desk
to Engineering +
Entry to Admin
• Small + Large
Conference Rooms
• Toilets
• Administration
• Engineering
• Building Spaces
• Data + Chases
+/- 12,631 sf

• Stairs + Elevator
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
• Building Materials
• Base - Masonry
• Mid + Top – Masonry or
Metal
• Openings
• Entry
• Window Groupings
• Other
• Canopy
• Sunshading
• Signage
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NASHUA DIVISION OF PUBLIC WORKS

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
• Building Materials
• Base - Masonry
• Mid + Top– Masonry or
Metal
• Openings
• Entry
• Window Groupings
• Other
• Canopy
• Sunshading
• Signage
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DESIGN NEXT STEPS + TIMELINE
• Present updates to Joint Committee on Public Works and Infrastructure
• Coordinate with Harvey Construction to remain on budget
• Create Schedule for completion of documents + construction
• Proposed Timeline assuming May/June Restart
• Design Development thru Construction Documents: Approximately 24 weeks – end of 2021
• Finalize design for approval
• Coordinate work of design team: Civil, Landscape, Structural, MEP/FP + Code
• Updates to estimate
• Coordinate with other City Boards as needed to obtain permits
• Bidding: 4 weeks
• Construction: Spring Start - 10 months
• Occupancy: Early 2023
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NASHUA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
PRE-Construction Task List
REV DATE: 5/25/2021
Responsible Party

Item

Item Description

5/16/2021 5/23/2021 5/30/2021 6/6/2021 6/13/2021 6/20/2021 6/27/2021 7/4/2021 7/11/2021 7/18/2021 7/25/2021 8/1/2021 8/8/2021 8/15/2021 8/22/2021 8/29/2021 9/5/2021 9/12/2021 9/18/2021 9/26/2021 10/3/2021 10/10/2021 10/17/2021 10/24/2021 10/31/2021 11/7/2021 11/14/2021 11/21/2021 11/28/2021 12/5/2021 12/12/2021 12/19/2021 12/26/2021

Permitting:
City of Nashua
HKT Architects
City of Nashua
HKT Architects
HKT Architects
HKT Architects
HKT Architects
HKT Architects
HKT Architects
HKT Architects
Harvey

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Site Survey / Topography

City of Nashua
City of Nashua
City of Nashua
City of Nashua
City of Nashua
City of Nashua
City of Nashua
HKT Engineers
City of Nashua
City of Nashua
City of Nashua
City of Nashua
City of Nashua

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Formal Owner sign-off of floor plans / elevations

HKT Architects
HKT Architects
HKT Architects
HKT Architects
HKT Architects
HKT Architects

25
26
27
28
29
30

Update Code Review & Analysis

Harvey
Harvey
Harvey
Harvey
Harvey
Harvey

31
32
33
34
35
36

Wetland Delineation / Mapping
Lot Line Relocation / Consolidation
NH DOT Off-site Traffic Improvements ????
Conservation Commission Submission
Technical Review Meeting
Planning Board Submission
Planning Board Meeting
NHDES – AOT
NHDES –Sewer Discharge
Notice of Intent

Other:
Formal Sign-off of Master Plan
Repurpose Bond Funding
Repurpose Burke Street Proceeds
Execute CM Contract
Hydrant Flow Test
Selection of Data, Security, Fiber, Communication Head End
Notification to Utility Companies / Establish Work Orders
Commissioning Agent - Solicit Proposals
Testing Agency - Solicit Proposals
Relocation of Fire Department Training Tower
Develop Project Website on City System
Furniture Fixtures and Equipment - Solicit Proposals

Design:
Finalize Exterior Elevation Material Selection
Design Development
Construction Documents
Finish Color Selections
Life Cycle Cost Analysis
Construction Manager:
Prepare Site Logistics Plan
Prepare Construction Schedule
Prepare Design Development Estimate
Bidding Project
Development of a GMP Estimate
Develop & Issue GMP Contract Exhibit

Milestone Dates
Survey / Topo
Formal Sign -off of Floor Plans / Elevations / Materplan
DD Documents
Submission to NH DES
Construction Documents
Bidding
Execution of Exhibit A

6/18/2021
6/4/2021
8/20/2021
8/29/2021
11/12/2021
12/3/2021
12/16/2021

